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*is paper addresses the limitations that the phases proposed in variable phase sequencing studies for stochastic traffic flow are all
predetermined and that the variable phase sequencing is only suitable for low traffic volume environment. It presents a dynamic
phase signal control method for unstable asymmetric traffic flow with two primary operational objectives: the realization of a
dynamic phase scheme in each cycle and optimization of signal control parameters. First, an asymmetric state of traffic flow at
signalized intersections is defined, rules governing the generation of the dynamic phase of each cycle based on asymmetric state
are proposed, and the delay variations of intersections adopting dynamic phase schemes are modeled. Next, a signal control
parameter adjustment algorithm for the dynamic phase is constructed to maximize the positive benefits of delay variation. Last,
the operational performance of the proposed method is validated using data collected from an intersection in Harbin, China, by
VISSIM simulation. Furthermore, it is found that a higher asymmetric coefficient leads to lower efficiency of a symmetrical release
phase scheme at intersections, and the increase of average delay becomes significant when the asymmetric coefficient threshold is
greater than 0.2.

1. Introduction

Recently, the synchronization of traffic signal parameter
optimization and network traffic flow equilibrium optimi-
zation has become a research hotspot within the field of
traffic signal control. *e deterministic and stochastic re-
quirements [1], the minimum total travel time [2, 3], the
equilibrium flow under uncertain travel demands and traffic
delays [4], the equilibrium constraints under stochastic
demands [5], and to ease traffic congestion [6, 7] are all the
focuses to be optimized. *e purpose is to achieve the
balanced utilization of road network resources. Although
current traffic signal control research is trending toward
networking [8] and intellectualization [9–13], for specific
traffic scenarios, the referenced studies still cannot provide
satisfactory solutions. One such scenario is asymmetric
traffic flow at signalized intersections, which is still being
studied.

Combinatorial phase models are one of the methods
used to optimize traffic signal control for asymmetric traffic

flow. Aimed at stable asymmetric traffic flow and unstable
asymmetric traffic flow, there are two applicable scenarios
for this method. *e first scenario typically adopts a fixed
cycle time and overlapping phases [14], while the second
scenario usually uses an adaptive signal control strategy to
optimize the signal control parameters. Research methods
focus on an adaptive signal control strategy which includes
an integrated optimization approach [15], implementation
of RHODES (Real-time, Hierarchical, Optimized, Distrib-
uted, and Effective System) on simulation models of actual
scenarios [16], the Markovian decision process [17], the
dynamic gap-out approach [18], and a multistage stochastic
program based on phase clearance reliability (PCR) [19],
among others. However, the adaptive signal control strategy
only optimizes the signal control parameters, while the phase
scheme remains unchanged.

To address the limitations of adaptive signal control
strategies, variable phase sequencing has been introduced
into traffic signal optimization control in various studies
[20–25]. Approximate dynamic programming (ADP) [20],
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colored Petri nets (CPN) [21], modified job scheduling al-
gorithms [22, 23], forward search algorithms based on
dynamic programming (FSDP) [24], and fuzzy control al-
gorithms [25] are among the methods proposed to optimize
the signal control parameters of the variable phase sequence.
However, all the phases are predetermined, and these
methods are only applicable to low traffic volume
intersections.

Dynamic lane setting is anothermethod used to optimize
traffic signal control for asymmetric traffic flow. In recent
years, research on dynamic lane setting has focused on
dynamic lane assignment [26–29], optimization of the signal
phase [30–35], and operational efficiency evaluations
[36–38]. By integrating the optimization of lane group space
allocation with the optimization of signal timing parameters,
dynamic lane setting can improve the mobility of the entire
intersection [31, 34, 35].

*e presented literature primarily address the optimi-
zation of stochastic arrival traffic flow in low traffic volume
environments and the stable asymmetric traffic flow of
opposite approaches at signalized intersections, e.g., the east
and west approaches defined as a pair of opposite ap-
proaches. But, the effect of opposite traffic flow unstable
asymmetry on the benefits of signal control schemes in each
cycle is ignored, when the hourly traffic volume of the
opposite approaches is essentially symmetrical. To deal with
this issue, some researchers believe that the signal control
scheme of symmetrical phases can be adjusted and solved by
itself [39]. *is is primarily based on the hypothesis of traffic
signal control theory, which postulates that the arrival of
traffic flow at each approach is uniform or obeys a certain
distribution [14, 25, 39]. Under this hypothesis, the asym-
metry of opposite traffic flow is generally slight in each cycle,
so the symmetrical phase is valid. However, when the
asymmetry is severe and unstable, it will cause the unbal-
anced use of intersection space-time resources and an in-
crease in stops and delays. At present, the phase
optimization method for unstable asymmetric traffic flow is
still unaddressed.

*e presented literature has a common characteristic:
the phases are predetermined. Compared to the existing
work, the novel contributions of our work are as follows:

(1) Rules governing the generation of the dynamic phase
of each cycle based on unstable asymmetric traffic
flow are proposed

(2) *e delay variations of intersections adopting dy-
namic phase schemes are modeled

(3) A signal control parameter adjustment algorithm for
the dynamic phase is constructed with the objective
of maximizing the comprehensive traffic benefits

*e remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 presents the optimization methodology for un-
stable asymmetric traffic flow. A traffic simulation envi-
ronment is established in Section 3, and the empirical studies
are conducted in Section 4. Finally, some conclusions and
future research are discussed in Section 5.

2. Methodology

2.1. Definition of Asymmetric Traffic Flow. To any pair of
opposite approaches at an intersection, such as the east and
west approaches in a four-arm intersection, as shown in
Figure 1, the opposite traffic commonly includes opposite
left-turn traffic flow, through traffic flow and right-turn
traffic flow. Because right-turn vehicles are usually released
at the same time with the through vehicles in the same
approach, this paper takes the right-turn traffic flow and the
through traffic flow in the same approach as a whole. Due to
the traffic conflict between the left-turn traffic flow and the
through traffic flow for the opposite approaches in signal
control, these traffic flows need to be listed separately for
phase design and optimization of signal control parameters.
*e numbering rules of opposite traffic flow in this paper are
shown in Figure 1.

*e difference in per lane traffic volume to be released in
a cycle for the opposite approaches can reflect whether the
opposite traffic flow is symmetrical.*e larger the difference,
the more asymmetric the opposite traffic flow is. *erefore,
the asymmetric coefficient of opposite traffic flow is defined
as

aci �
qi,1/ni,1  − qi,2/ni,2 

max qi,1/ni,1 , qi,2/ni,2  
, (1)

where aci is the asymmetric coefficient of the ith phase, qi,j is
the traffic volume in the jth approach of the ith phase (pcu),
and ni,j represents the number of lanes in the jth approach of
the ith phase.

As can be seen from equation (1), the asymmetric co-
efficient of opposite traffic flow could be either positive or
negative. If (qi,1/ni,1) − (qi,2/ni,2)≥ 0, the asymmetric coef-
ficient is positive; otherwise, it is negative.

*e opposite traffic flow is symmetrical or asymmetrical
depends on whether the asymmetric coefficient of the op-
posite traffic flow exceeds the threshold value?*e symmetry
state of the phase of traffic flow is defined as

psi �

1,
aci > 0,

aci ≥ aci,0,

0, aci


< aci,0,

− 1,
aci < 0,

aci


≥ aci,0.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(2)

Here, psi is the symmetry state of the ith phase, and aci,0
is the threshold value. *e threshold value of each inter-
section can be obtained by traffic simulation. In this paper,
aci,0 � 0.2 is reasonable, and the basis for selecting this
threshold is shown in Section 4.2.2. psi � 0 indicates that the
opposite traffic flow of the ith phase is suitable to be released
symmetrically in a cycle, and psi ≠ 0 indicates that the
symmetrical release is not selected prior to the opposite
traffic flow of the ith phase. *e positive or negative value
shows the asymmetric direction of the ith phase traffic flow.
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2.2. Detector Location and Stochastic Traffic Volume
Collection. Two sets of detectors are placed on each ap-
proach at the intersection to collect the stochastic traffic
volume per cycle in all approaches, as shown in Figure 2.

Detector 1 is used to decide whether the saturation traffic
flow disappears during the green time, and detector 2 is used
to detect the number of arrival vehicles. *e location of
detector 1 is chosen based on two factors. *e first factor
ensures that the last saturated vehicle detected by detector 1
can pass the stop line smoothly in the yellow time. *at is, at
the end of the green time, there will be no queuing vehicles
before detector 1. *e farthest distance from the stop line is
given by

L
d
i,j � vi,jYi, (3)

where Ld
i,j is the farthest distance from the stop line in the jth

approach of the ith phase from which the vehicle can pass the
stop line smoothly in the yellow time (m), vi,j is the mean
speed of vehicles in the jth approach of the ith phase (m/s),
and Yi is the yellow time of the ith phase (s).

*e second factor ensures that detector 1 will be able to
detect the saturation traffic flow. Considering the queue
length per cycle, the location of detector 1 needs to be less
than the queue length. *e vehicle queue length is given by

L
q
i,j �

h
s
i,jai,j 1 − λi( c

ni,j

, (4)

where L
q
i,j is the queue length in the jth approach of the ith

phase (m), hs
i,j is the queuing head spacing in the jth ap-

proach of the ith phase (m), and ai,j is the vehicle arrival rate
in the jth approach of the ith phase (pcu/s).*e cycle time is c

(s), and λi denotes the green split of the ith phase.
Owing to the randomness of the arrival vehicles, half of

the queue length is used as the location of detector 1 based
on 45 signalized intersections and 4,520 groups of survey
data on queuing length per cycle in Harbin, China. *e
minimum values of equations (3) and (4) are used as the final
location of detector 1, as given by

L
d1
i,j � min L

d
i,j, 0.5L

q

i,j , (5)

where L
d1
i,j is the distance between detector 1 and the stop line

in the jth approach of the ith phase (m).
Meanwhile, in order to detect the number of arrival

vehicles for each phase of the approach in a cycle, the lo-
cation of detector 2 has to be larger than the queue length of
the vehicles and be located in the section where the vehicles
have completed lane changing. Owing to the stochastic
nature of the arrival vehicles, the location of detector 2 is
taken as 1.5 times the queue length based on the same survey
data of queuing length per cycle at signalized intersections in
Harbin, China, as given by

L
d2
i,j � 1.5L

q
i,j, (6)

where L
d2
i,j is the distance between detector 2 and the stop line

in the jth approach of the ith phase (m).
In order to adapt to the queue length changes at different

times of the day, the queue length of the peak hour is used to
determine the locations of the detectors.*en, the stochastic
traffic volume to be processed in each approach of each
phase per cycle is given by

qi,j,k � q
d2
i,j,k + q

d2
i,j,k− 1 − q

d1
i,j,k− 1, (7)

where qi,j,k is the traffic volume in the jth approach of the ith
phase of the kth cycle (pcu), q

d2
i,j,k is the number of arriving

vehicles detected by detector 2 in the jth approach of the ith
phase of the kth cycle (pcu), and q

d1
i,j,k− 1 is the number of

leaving vehicles detected by detector 1 in the jth approach of
the ith phase of the (k − 1)th cycle (pcu).

2.3.PhaseOptimizationperCycleBasedon theUnstableTraffic
FlowDistribution. How to optimize the traffic signal scheme
for the unstable arrival traffic volume in view of the cycle?
Some researchers have adopted the adaptive signal control
strategy and variable phase sequence to address the issue
[18–20], though without considering the distribution states
of opposite traffic flow and without proposing the adaptive
phase solution.

2.3.1. Phase Scheme Applicable to the Distribution of Opposite
Traffic Flow. Taking the east-west approaches of the inter-
section as an example, according to equation (2), the op-
posite traffic flow can exhibit the following four states, as
shown in Figure 3.

(1) Both the left-turn and through traffic flows are
symmetrical, namely, ps1 � 0 and ps2 � 0, as seen in
Figure 3(a). In this case, the symmetrical phase can
make full use of the green time.

(2) *e left-turn traffic flow is asymmetrical, and the
through traffic flow is symmetrical, or vice versa, i.e.,
ps1 × ps2 � 0 and ps1 ≠ 0 or ps2 ≠ 0, as seen in
Figure 3(b). Considering ps1 ≠ 0 as the example, the
symmetrical phase can make full use of the green
time of the through phase, but there would be some
time when there are no vehicles in one approach of
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Figure 1: Example of an intersection layout.
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the left-turn traffic flow and the light is still green. If
the left-turn, through, and right-turn traffic flows of
each approach are arranged to a dedicated phase to
be released, i.e., a phase for each approach, there will
be an uneven utilization of the left-turn and through
lanes. *erefore, in order to achieve improved signal
control benefits, the better phase scheme depends on
which scheme the sum of the ratio of traffic volume
to saturation flow rate is smaller, when a symmetrical
phase or a phase for each approach is adopted.

(3) *e left-turn traffic flow is asymmetrical in the same
direction to through traffic flow, namely,

ps1 × ps2 � 1, as seen in Figure 3(c). In this case, the
symmetrical phase leads to a low utilization rate of
the green time on approaches with low traffic
volumes. If a phase for each approach is adopted,
there will also be an uneven utilization of the left-
turn and through lanes. However, if the left-turn
traffic flow is released symmetrically first, when the
saturated traffic flow disappears in the approach
with a small traffic volume, the left-turn green light
can be turned off early, which will allow the op-
posite through traffic flow to pass together with the
left-turn vehicles.

East

West

ps1 = 0
ps2 = 0

(a)

East

West

ps1 = 0
ps2 ≠ 0

(b)

East

West

ps1 = –1
ps2 = –1

(c)

East

West

ps1 = 1
ps2 = –1

(d)

Figure 3: Possible states of opposite traffic flow in the east and west approaches when aci,0 � 0.2. (a) Both left-turn and through traffic flows are
symmetrical. (b) Left-turn traffic flow is asymmetrical and through traffic flow is symmetrical, or vice versa. (c) Left-turn traffic flow is asymmetrical
in the same direction to through traffic flow. (d) Left-turn traffic flow is asymmetrical in the opposite direction to through traffic flow.

Detector 2 Detector 1

Ld

Ld1
Ld2

Lq

Figure 2: Schematic of detector locations.
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In this case, the delay is used to evaluate the benefits
obtained by extending the green time,Δt1, of the left-
turn phase and the one obtained by immediately
ending the left-turn phase. *e end time of the left-
turn phase is dependent on when the net of those
benefits is less than 0. After the left-turn phase is
complete, the east-west through phase functions
until the saturated traffic flow of the through vehicles
disappears. In this way, the green time and approach
lanes can be fully utilized.

(4) *e left-turn traffic flow is asymmetrical in the
opposite direction to through traffic flow, namely,
ps1 × ps2 � − 1, as seen in Figure 3(d). To reduce the
green time loss, the symmetrical phase is considered.
*e green time of each phase only meets the mean
traffic volume in each approach, and the stranded
vehicles are arranged to be released in the next cycle.

To deal with asymmetric traffic flow, Akcelik (1995)
proposed a diamond turn-type phasing arrangement [39].
*is method is only applicable to the asymmetric traffic flow
state where ps1 × ps2 � 1 or ps3 × ps4 � 1, which is only one
of many asymmetric traffic states. *erefore, this method is
difficult to apply to other asymmetric traffic flow states.
However, it is often used in stable asymmetric traffic flow to
improve the signal control efficiency at intersections [31, 32].
Additionally, the standard NEMA ring barrier structure can
also deal with stable asymmetric traffic flow.

2.3.2. Generation Rule of Dynamic Phase in Each Cycle.
*e signalized intersection utilizes the following rules to
produce the dynamic phase according to the unstable dis-
tribution state of opposite traffic flow per cycle. *e east-
west approaches are used as the example, and the rules for
the north-south approaches are similar.

(1) When ps1 � 0 and ps2 � 0, the left-turn and through
traffic flows are released symmetrically, respectively.
*e symmetrical phase is adopted.

(2) When ps1 × ps2 � 0, but ps1 ≠ 0 or ps2 ≠ 0, if [(max
(q1,1, q1,2)/s1) + (max(q2,1, q 2, 2)/s2)]< [max ((q1,1/
s1), (q2,1/s2)) + max( (q1,2/s1), (q2,2 /s2) )], the sym-
metrical phase is adopted. Otherwise, a phase for
each approach is adopted. Here, si is the saturation
flow rate of the ith phase when the traffic flow is
released symmetrically (pcu/s). For example, s1 re-
fers to the saturation flow rate of the east-west left-
turn lanes when the left-turn traffic flow of the east
and west approaches is first released at the same time.

(3) When ps1 × ps2 � 1, the left-turn traffic flow is
symmetrically released first, and the left-turn signal
light of the approach with small traffic volume is
closed until the saturated traffic flow disappears.
*en, the left-turn and through traffic flows on the
same approach are released, with the releasing time
dependent on when the net of benefit evaluation is
less than 0, as seen in Section 2.4. Finally, the through
traffic flow is symmetrically released until the

saturated traffic flow disappears, and then, the
through phase is turned off.

(4) When ps1 × ps2 � − 1, the symmetrical phases for the
left-turn traffic flow and the through traffic flow are
adopted, respectively. *e green time of left-turn
phase is determined by the traffic volume
(q1,1 + q1,2)/2, and the one of through phase is de-
termined by the traffic volume (q2,1 + q2,2)/2.

2.4. Benefit Evaluation of Extending the ith Phase Green Time
by Δti

(1) First, we consider the delay change when the over-
lapping phase is used, taking the left-turn phase of
the east-west approach as an example.
Figure 4(a) shows the delay variation when the left-
turn traffic flow is not symmetrical and the through
traffic flow in one approach overlaps the left-turn
traffic flow.*e area of quadrilateral BCED represents
the delay in through traffic flow that should have
occurred if the dynamic phase scheme for asymmetric
traffic flow is not implemented. Figure 4(b) shows the
delay evolution in the subsequent arrival of left-turn
vehicles due to early closure of the traffic light in the
approach of low volume left-turn arrivals, i.e., the area
of ABCD in Figure 4(b).
After implementation of the dynamic phase scheme,
the reduced delay of the through phase in the east-
west approach is given by

Δd1 �

q2,2Δt1 2r2 − Δt1( 

2 1 − q2,2/s2  
, q1,1 < q1,2,

q2,1Δt1( 2r2 − Δt1 )

2 1 − q2,1/s2  
, q1,1 > q1,2,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(8)

where Δti is the extended green time of the ith phase
(s) and ri is the red time of the ith phase (s).
*e increased delay in the subsequent arrival of left-
turn vehicles due to early closure of the traffic signal
in the approach of low volume left-turn arrivals can
be expressed by

Δd2 �
min q1,1, q1,2 Δt1 2r1 + Δt1( 

2 1 − min q1,1, q1,2 /s1  
. (9)

*e total delay variations are given by

ΔD1,1 � Δd2 − Δd1, (10)

where ΔDi,1 is the variation benefits of the ith phase
when the ith phase extends the green time by Δti (s).
*e evolution of ΔD1,1 following Δt1 is analyzed.
Assuming Δq1,1 <Δq1,2 (analysis process for Δq1,1 >
Δq1,2 is the same) and substituting equations (8) and
(9) into equation (10), we get the following equation:
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ΔD1,1 � −
q2,2

2 1 − q2,2/s2  
+

q1,1

2 1 − q1,1/s1  
⎛⎝ ⎞⎠Δt21 +

r2q2,2

1 − q2,2/s2 
+

r1q1,1

1 − q1,1/s1 
⎛⎝ ⎞⎠Δt1. (11)

Equation (11) is a quadratic equation of one variable
with a downward opening. *at is to say, early
termination of left-turn green time in the approach
with small traffic volume will not offset the increased
delays in the subsequent arrival of left-turn vehicles
by reducing the delays of through vehicles.

(2) Next, we incorporate the comprehensive benefits of
extending the current phase green time by Δt1.
Taking the extension of the left-turn phase in the
east-west approach as an example, when the satu-
rated traffic flow disappears in one approach of the
left-turn phase (assuming the east approach first

disappears), the comprehensive benefits of extending
the green time by Δt1 in the other approach consists
of two parts. First is the reduced equivalent delay of
the departing vehicles of the left-turn phase due to
not having to wait for red lights within a time interval
of Δt1, which is a positive benefit. *e second part is
the increased delay to the other phases’ queuing
vehicles caused by the extra waiting time of Δt1 and
the increased equivalent delay of the newly arriving
vehicles of other phases within a time interval of Δt1,
which is a negative benefit.

ΔD1,2 � r1K1 + f1K1 − Δt1N − f1M,

r1 � Y1 + Y2 +
max N2,1(0) + q2,1Δt1 − s2Δt1, N2,2(0) + q2,2Δt1  

s2 − max q2,1, q2,2  

+ Y3 +
max N3,1(0), N3,2(0)  + max q3,1, q3,2 Δt1 

s3 − max q3,1, q3,2  

+ Y4 +
max N4,1(0), N4,2(0)  + max q4,1, q4,2 Δt1 

s4 − max q4,1, q4,2  
,

K1 � s1Δt1,

N � N2,1(0) + N2,2(0) + q2,2Δt1 + N3,1(0) + N3,2(0) + q3,1 + q3,2 Δt1

+ N4,1(0) + N4,2(0) + q4,1 + q4,2 Δt1,

M � q2,2Δt1 + q3,1 + q3,2 Δt1 + q4,1 + q4,2 Δt1,

(12)
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Figure 4: Delay variations when an overlapping phase is used. (a) Reduced delay of the through phase. (b) Increased delay in the approach of
low volume left-turn arrivals.
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where ΔDi,2 is the variation benefits of other phases
when the ith phase extends the green time by Δti (s),
N is the total number of queuing vehicles (pcu), and
M is the total arriving vehicles from other phases
when the ith phase extends the green time by Δti

(pcu). Ki represents the number of vehicles passing
through the stop line at the approach of the ith phase
with a large traffic volume within a time interval Δti

(pcu). *e number of queuing vehicles in the jth
approach of the ith phase is denoted by Ni,j(0) (pcu),
and fi is the equivalent coefficient for a stop.

(3) Finally, we calculate the total benefits.

*e total benefits when the current phase extends the
green time by Δt1 are given by

D1 � ΔD1,1 + ΔD1,2. (13)

It is noted that this extension is only meaningful when
D1 ≥ 0.

2.5. Signal Control Parameter Adjustment Algorithm.
According to the generation rule of the dynamic phase in
each cycle given in Section 2.3.2, the solution process for the
signal control parameters is as follows:

(1) When the state of opposite traffic flowmeets rules (1)
and (2),

If the symmetrical phase is adopted, then green time
of each phase is determined by

gi,k �
max qi,1,k, qi,2,k 

si

+ l, (14)

where gi,k is the green time of the ith phase of the kth
cycle (s) and l is the set-up loss time (s).
If a phase for each approach is adopted, then the
green time of each phase is determined by

gi,k �

qi,1,k + qi+1,1,k

si
′

+ l, i � 1, 3,

qi,2,k + qi− 1,2,k

si
′

+ l, i � 2, 4,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(15)

where si
′ is the saturation flow rate of the ith phase

when the traffic flow of an approach is released alone
(pcu/s). For example, s1′ refers to the saturation flow
rate of all left-turn, through, and right-turn lanes of
the east approach when the traffic flow of the left-
turns, through, and right-turns at the east approach
is first released at the same time.

(2) When the state of opposite traffic flowmeets rule (3),

gi,k �
min qi,1,k, qi,2,k 

si

+ l. (16)

As long as the total benefits are positive, the longer
the extended green time, Δti, of the ith phase, the

better the traffic benefits when the overlapping phase
is adopted. *erefore, the optimization objective can
be expressed by

max(ΔT) � max

p

i�1
Δti. (17)

(3) When the state of opposite traffic flowmeets rule (4),

*e green time of each phase is determined by

gi,k �
qi,1,k + qi,2,k

2si

. (18)

*e constraint conditions are

Di ≥ 0, i � 1, 2, . . . , p,

ck �  gi,k + L,

gi,min ≤gi,k ≤gi,max,

⎧⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩
(19)

where L is the total loss time per cycle (s), gi,min is the
minimum green time of the ith phase (s), and gi,max is the
maximum green time of the ith phase (s). *e cycle time of
the kth cycle is ck (s), and p represents the number of phases.

2.6. Solution Algorithms. As Δti is usually an integer greater
than or equal to one and the maximum extension times, Δti,
of each phase are not correlated, an exhaustive method can
be used to solve the optimization problem of equation (17).
*e solution algorithm is given as follows:

Step 1: let i � 1 and Δti � 0.
Step 2: let Δti � Δti + 1, and Di is calculated.
Step 3: if Di > 0, then return Step 2; otherwise,
gi,k � gi,k + Δti − 1, let i � i + 1, and Δti � 0.
Step 4: if i≤ 4, then return Step 2; otherwise, end the
solution process. Under all constraints, the final values
of gi,k are determined.

3. Case Study

3.1. Statistical Analysis of Asymmetric Traffic Flow at Sig-
nalized Intersections. Forty-five signalized intersections and
4,520 groups of survey data for queuing length per cycle in
Harbin, China, are listed in Table 1. Symmetrical release is
adopted at all investigated intersections.

As seen in Table 1, regardless of the time, the asymmetric
phenomenon of opposite traffic flow existed from the per-
spective of the signal cycle, particularly in the off-peak hours. In
all of the asymmetric cycles, the asymmetric direction of op-
posite traffic flow is not the same, indicating an alternating
state. *ese results show that a symmetrical release at these
intersections may not achieve the best signal control benefits.

3.2. Basic Conditions of the Simulation Intersection. *e
intersection of Hongqi Street and Huaihe Road in Harbin,
China, is utilized as an example, as seen in Figure 5. *e lane
division, traffic volume of each approach in the peak hour,
and fixed signal timing parameters currently in operation are
shown in Table 2. In the peak hour traffic volume row in
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Table 2, the figures between the brackets represent the right-
turn hourly traffic volume.

*is particular intersection is chosen as a case study
owing to the hourly through traffic volume of the east and
west approaches being similar and the opposite traffic flow in
the majority of cycles being alternately asymmetric. In
China, the right-turn movement can also pass during the red
time. Although the right-turn traffic volume of the east
approach is 182 pcu/h greater than that of the west approach,
the total number of queuing vehicles in the east and west
approaches is very close in the peak hour.

Survey results show that the average queuing head
spacing is 6.5m, and the mean speed is 36 km/h at the

intersection. According to these conditions, the locations of
the detectors on each approach are calculated by equations
(3)–(6), which have also been included in Table 2.

*e lane model of the intersection is established in
VISSIM, and the hourly traffic volume and traffic compo-
sition of each approach investigated are incorporated into
the model. Two-phase schemes, a symmetrical phase and a
phase for each approach, are preliminarily proposed to judge
whether the current signal control scheme is reasonable. *e
VISSIM simulation results show that the delay of the
symmetrical phase is lower than that of a phase for each
approach when a fixed signal control scheme is used at the
intersection. *erefore, the symmetrical phase currently in

Table 1: Distribution of asymmetric traffic flow (aci,0 � 0.2).

Time Total cycles Asymmetric cycles psi � 1 psi � − 1 Rate (%)

Peak hours 2287 759 422 337 33.19
Off-peak hours 2233 1352 627 725 60.55
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Figure 5: *e intersection layout of Hongqi Street and Huaihe Road.

Table 2: Conditions of the Hongqi Street and Huaihe Road intersection.

Items

Flow

North left-
turn

South left-
turn

North through
(right-turn)

South through
(right-turn)

West left-
turn

East left-
turn

West
through
(right-
turn)

East through
(right-turn)

Phase scheme

Pedestrian phase South-north release East-west release
Peak hour traffic
volume (pcu/h) 288 320 1,295 (289) 1,076 (132) 218 230 757 (83) 773 (265)

Green time (s) 24 43 24 29
Yellow time (s) 4 4 4 4
Red time (s) 107 88 107 102
Green ratio 0.19 0.33 0.19 0.22
Lq (m) 53 29 80 92 40 42 49 61
Ld (m) 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40
Ld1 (m) 26 15 40 40 20 21 25 31
Ld2 (m) 79 44 120 138 60 63 74 92
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operation at the intersection is generally feasible, and the
current signal timing parameters do not waste green time in
the approach with the largest traffic volume.

3.3. Simulation Process

3.3.1. Calibration of VISSIM Parameters. In the process of
verifying whether the current signal control scheme is
reasonable, all parameters in VISSIM adopt default values.
In order to keep the simulation results consistent with the
actual operation results, the model parameters in VISSIM
need to be corrected [40].

First, the saturation flow rate of each lane is investigated,
and the mean speed and current signal timing parameters
are incorporated into the simulation model as the initial
correction values. It is found that the mean error of delay,
queue length, and stop rate between the simulation results
and the actual investigation results are approximately 11%.
*en, the lane saturation flow rate, car-following model
parameters, minimum spacing, and values of acceleration
and deceleration are adjusted by small steps until the
simulation results are essentially consistent with the actual
investigation results with a mean error within 3%. At this
point, the calibration of the VISSIM simulation parameters
is considered complete.

*e calibration results are as follows: the saturation flow
rates of the left-turn and through lanes are 1400 pcu/h and
1550 pcu/h, respectively, the minimum spacing is 1.0m, the
maximum acceleration (deceleration) is 4.5m/s2, the ex-
pected acceleration (deceleration) is 3.0m/s2, the average
standstill distance is 1.5m, the minimum headway is 0.5m,
the number of observed vehicles is 2 vehicles, the look ahead
distance is 200m, the additive part of the safety distance is
2.0, and the multiplicative part of the desired safety distance
is 3.0. *e results of the simulation are shown in Tables 3–5.

3.3.2. Establishment of the Simulation Environment. *e
signal control method proposed in this study is programmed
using the dynamic link library. *rough the API interface in
VISSIM, the customized signal control method is connected
to the VISSIM traffic light controller [40]. Two sets of traffic
flow detectors are laid at each approach in accordance with
the results of Ld1 and Ld2 in Table 2.

In the simulation process, the state of each detector is
collected every 0.5 s to obtain the traffic volume of arrivals
and departures and whether the traffic flow is saturated
when the queue traffic flow dissipates during the green time.
*en, according to the rules in Sections 2.3 and 2.5, the phase
scheme and signal timing scheme of each cycle is deter-
mined. *e asymmetrical threshold value of each opposite
traffic flow is 0.2 and l � 3 s.

In order to reproduce the asymmetry of the opposite
traffic flow at the investigated intersection in VISSIM, the
vehicle generator is adjusted every 10 seconds. *e ad-
justment is based on the investigated traffic volume at the
intersection in all approaches per 10 seconds [40].

In order to comprehensively evaluate the advantages and
disadvantages of the optimization signal control scheme

proposed in this study, the average delay per vehicle, average
queue length, and stop rate are selected as evaluation in-
dexes. An induced signal control scheme and an approxi-
mate dynamic programming (ADP) scheme by Cai et al. [20]
are added for comparative analysis. ADP is an adaptive
traffic signal controller for real-time operations. *e
working principle of ADP is similar to that of the method
proposed in this study by changing the phase scheme and
signal timing according to the dynamical traffic flow of each
approach. *e difference is that the phase scheme is one
phase for each approach, and the release order of the phases
and whether each phase is executed or not in each cycle are
variable in ADP. ADP does not consider whether the op-
posite traffic flow for the opposite approaches is symmetrical
or not.

In addition, the impact of an accident on traffic signal
control has received special attention in recent years [7, 41].
*erefore, two traffic scenarios are designed in this paper, as
shown in Figure 6. In the first scenario, an accident is oc-
curring at the upstream of the west approach, which will
affect the vehicles entering the west approach. In the second
scenario, an accident is occurring at the downstream of east
exit, which will affect the vehicles driving out of east exit. We
assume that the accident will result in the closure of two
lanes on the road segment. Compared with the method
proposed in reference [40], it is used to verify the ability of
the method proposed in this study to respond to an accident.

*e phase scheme for induced signal control is the
same as that for fixed signal control. *e initial green time
and maximum green extension time of each phase are 0.5
and 1.5 times the green time of the corresponding fixed
signal control scheme, respectively, and the unit extension
time is 3 s.

3.3.3. Simulation Steps. Under the condition that the cali-
brated simulation parameters and the input traffic volume in
each approach remain unchanged, a traffic simulation of the
intersection is conducted repeatedly in accordance with the
three types of signal control schemes and two traffic sce-
narios. Each simulation lasted for 30 minutes.

4. Results and Discussion

4.1. Results Analysis. *e simulation results are shown in
Tables 6–9. In the half hour traffic simulation of the method
proposed in this study, eight out of 17 signal cycles adopted
the overlapping phase, one cycle adopted a phase for each
approach, and the other eight cycles adopted the completely
symmetrical phase.

A comparison of the simulation results in Tables 3 and 6
shows that the optimization method proposed in this study
reduces the average delay per vehicle from 63.3 s to 45.6 s,
which correspond to a decrease of 28% compared to the
current scheme under the same traffic conditions. In terms
of the direction of traffic flow and each approach, the de-
crease in delay before and after the improvement is also
significant. *e decrease in delay for the through traffic flow
is about 30%, while that for the left-turn traffic flow is
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smaller, ranging from 7.5% to 17.3%. *e extent of the delay
decrease in various traffic flow directions is closely related to
the traffic volume in each approach. *e larger the traffic

volume, the more the delays will be saved when the over-
lapping phase is used and the faster the delay will decrease.
*e key to achieving a conspicuous decrease in the average

Table 4: Simulation queue length of the current intersection signal control scheme.

Items South pproach West approach North approach East approach
Left-turn *rough Left-turn *rough Left-turn *rough Left-turn *rough

Average Flow (m) 13 88 8 33 16 47 10 58
Intersection(m) 34

Table 3: Simulation delay of the current intersection signal control scheme.

Items
South approach West approach North approach East approach

Left-turn *rough Left-turn *rough Left-turn *rough Left-turn *rough
Flow (s) 47.2 85.3 46.7 56 41.5 52.2 49.1 71
Approach (s) 76.6 54.6 50.8 67.5
Intersection (s) 63.3

Table 5: Simulation stop rate of the current signal control scheme at the intersection.

Items
South approach West approach North approach East approach

Left-turn *rough Left-turn *rough Left-turn Left-turn *rough Left-turn
Number of stops (veh) 32 160 19 125 24 200 23 213
Vehicles of pass through (veh) 43 146 21 123 29 201 24 129
Stop rate 0.74 1.10 0.90 1.02 0.83 1.00 0.99 1.65
Approach 1.02 1 0.97 1.32
Intersection 1.08
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Figure 6: Two scenarios incident related. (a) An accident at upstream of the west approach. (b) An accident at downstream of the east exit.

Table 6: Delay of the Hongqi Street and Huaihe Road intersection after optimization.

Items
South approach West approach North approach East approach

Left-turn *rough Left-turn *rough *rough Left-turn *rough Left-turn
Flow(s) 41.3 60.7 37.6 38.1 38.4 38.5 40.6 50.8
Approach(s) 54.9 38.7 41.2 48.4
Intersection(s) 45.6
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delay per vehicle is to use the alternating asymmetry of the
arrival vehicles for releasing the through traffic flow in the
approach with large traffic volume in advance.*is results in
a reduction in the waiting time of through vehicles and
avoids the consumption of space-time resources on some
approaches of the intersection.

It can be seen in Tables 4 and 7 that the average queue
length is reduced from 34m to 22m, which corresponds to
a decrease of 35.3%. In the direction of traffic flow, the
drop in through traffic flow is more obvious than for left-
turn traffic flow. *e key to the decrease is that the use of
overlapping phases shortens the waiting red time, such as
for through traffic flow. At the same time, it also shortens
the green time for the opposite release of subsequent
through traffic flow, which makes the green light for the
next left-turn traffic flow open in advance and also makes
the queue length of the left-turn traffic flow decrease to a
certain extent.

*e use of overlapping phases closes the green light in
the approach where the left-turn traffic volume is small in
advance and increases the number of stops, as seen in Ta-
bles 5 and 8. However, the use of overlapping phases in-
creases the number of vehicles passing through the
intersection. *e simulation results show that the growth
rate of the number of stops is slower than for the number of
vehicles passing through, which reduces the total stop rate
from 1.08 to 0.78, dropped by 27.8%.

Compared with the current fixed signal control scheme,
the induced signal control scheme’s advantages are not
significant, as shown in Table 9. Although the traffic flow on
the opposite approaches displays an alternately asymmetric
state, the larger traffic volume change in the two approaches
in each cycle is not significant, which is the key to deciding
the green time of each phase by the induced signal control.
*e induced signal control also leads to green time waste in
approaches with low traffic volume.

ADP is a better choice than induced signal control
because it can optimize the phase sequence. *e phase se-
quence of five cycles changes in 17 signal cycles. *e sim-
ulation results of the ADP are not as good as those of the
method proposed in this study, which is closely related to the
geometric size and traffic volume of the selected intersection.
*e traffic volume of the chosen intersection is large, and
although the efficiency of the signal control can be improved
by optimizing the phase sequence, each phase in each cycle
must be executed, and there is no possibility of skipping any
phase. In addition, the adaptability of a fixed number of
phases to asymmetric traffic flow is relatively poor.
According to the results presented in [24], ADP has an
improved control effect on low saturation intersections.

As can be seen from Table 9, when an accident is oc-
curring at the upstream of the west approach, the vehicles
entering the west approach are reduced because two lanes
are occupied by the accident, which aggravates the

Table 7: Queue length of the Hongqi Street and Huaihe Road intersection after optimization.

Items South approach West approach North approach East approach
Left-turn *rough Left-turn *rough Left-turn Left-turn *rough Left-turn

Average Flow (m) 10 60 6 20 12 31 7 28
Intersection (m) 22

Table 8: Stop rate of the Hongqi Street and Huaihe Road intersection after optimization.

Items
South approach West approach North approach East approach

Left-turn *rough Left-turn *rough Left-turn Left-turn *rough Left-turn
Number of stops (veh) 33 151 22 110 29 210 25 158
Vehicles of pass through (veh) 46 173 34 145 38 228 38 165
Stop rate 0.71 0.87 0.64 0.76 0.76 0.92 0.66 0.96
Approach 0.79 0.70 0.84 0.81
Intersection 0.78

Table 9: Comparison of various signal control schemes.

Items Average delay
(s) Saturation Average queue length

(m)
Maximum queue length

(m)
Stop
rate

Induced scheme 59.7 0.76 32 97 1.03
ADP [20] 53.9 0.74 29 94 0.92
Optimization scheme in this study 45.6 0.70 22 86 0.78

An accident at
approach

Reference [41] 53.7 0.73 28 95 0.91
Optimization scheme in this

study 43.9 0.68 20 81 0.76

An accident at exit
Reference [41] 67.3 0.92 42 118 1.13

Optimization scheme in this
study 78.3 1.02 62 177 1.41
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asymmetry of traffic flows between east approach and west
approach. *e symmetrical phase used in reference [41] will
lead to a low utilization rate of the green time on the west
approach. However, the method proposed in this paper
adopts the scheme of a phase for east approach and a phase
for west approach in more and more cycles, and it is more
beneficial to the optimal utilization of the intersection space-
time resources.

When an accident is occurring at the downstream of east
exit, two exit lanes are also occupied due to the accident,
resulting in the obstruction of the vehicles running out of
east exit, and the queue gradually spreads to the intersection,
which will eventually lead to the traffic congestion in the
intersection. *e method proposed in reference [41]
strengthens the detection of accidents at all approaches and
exits. Once an accident is found, it will restrain the vehicles
entering the accident-related exit. Although the delays at the
approaches are also increased, it will not block the inter-
section, and the signal control strategy is more effective than
the method presented in this paper. *erefore, the method
proposed in this paper has a weak adaptive adjustment
ability to exit accident because it does not consider the real-
time traffic status detection of exits.

4.2. Sensitivity Analysis

4.2.1. 9e Influence of a Changing Asymmetric Coefficient on
the Delay of Opposite Approaches. Let the sum of the left-
turn volumes and through traffic volumes of the east and
west approaches for low, medium, and high traffic volumes
be 400 pcu/h, 800 pcu/h, and 1200 pcu/h, respectively. *e
left-turn traffic volume of 220 pcu/h and the through traffic
volume of 800 pcu/h for the north-south approach remain
unchanged. When the ratio of the sum of the left-turn traffic
volume and the sum of the through traffic volume in the
east-west approach is 1 : 3, 1 : 4, 1 : 5, and 1 : 6, adjusting the
asymmetric coefficient of the left-turn vehicles, the average
delay per vehicle for the east and west approaches is obtained
through simulation by symmetrical release or east and west
approach release separately. *e average delay is shown in
Figure 7.

It can be seen from Figure 7(a) that, in a low traffic
volume environment, due to the minimum green time
constraints in each phase, the influence of the asymmetric
coefficients on the release mode of the traffic flow and
average delay is weak. However, with an increase in traffic
volume, the change in the asymmetric coefficient has a
more obvious influence on the release mode and average
delay. *is indicates that the greater the asymmetric
coefficient, the lower the efficiency of the symmetrical
release phase scheme. In addition, a greater asymmetric
coefficient is more unfavorable to the balanced use of the
space-time resources at intersections.

Under the same traffic volume, with an increase in the
asymmetric coefficient, the average delay per vehicle for
the symmetrical release increases rapidly, especially in
medium and high traffic volumes. When the asymmetric
coefficient exceeds a critical value, the average delay of the

symmetrical release is greater than that of the independent
release for the single approach. *is can be seen clearly in
Figures 7(b) and 7(c). *is behavior shows that when the
equilibrium state of the opposite traffic flow in one phase
changes, the benefits of the symmetrical release phase
scheme are weakened, while the independent release of the
single approach is beneficial to the balanced utilization of
space-time resources at intersections. However, when the
asymmetric state of opposite traffic flow is not significant,
symmetrical release is still an effective form of signalized
control. Only when the asymmetric state is significant will
the symmetrical release fail. It can then be concluded that
the symmetric release phase scheme for asymmetric traffic
flow needs to meet certain constraints.

When the ratio of the sum of left-turn traffic volume to
the sum of through traffic volume is different, the critical
value of the asymmetric coefficient corresponding to the
conversion of the benefit level under different release modes
is also different.

4.2.2. Influence of the Asymmetric Coefficient 9reshold on
Phase Delay. *e influence of a change in the asymmetry
coefficient threshold on the phase delay is analyzed under
the condition that the left-turn and through traffic volumes
and the asymmetry coefficient threshold remain unchanged
for the south and north approaches. *e left-turn traffic
volume is fixed, and its asymmetric coefficient in the east-
west approach is given the value of ac1 � 0.2. At the same
time, the sum of the traffic volume of the through phase in
the east-west approach is unchanged. *en, the asymmetric
coefficient of the through phase in the east-west approach is
adjusted from 0.1 to 0.5 using a step size of 0.1 (i.e., ac2 � 0.1,
0.2, 0.3, 0.4, and 0.5). Using simulations, the average delay
per vehicle in the through phase in the east-west approach is
obtained under various threshold conditions
(ac1,0 � ac2,0 � 0.1, . . ., 0.7), as shown in Figure 8. *e se-
lection of a threshold ranging from 0.1 to 0.7 is proposed to
determine which point is the critical transition point for the
two types of phase schemes by the simulation delays within
the threshold ranges. *erefore, the threshold range is made
relatively large.

As seen in Figure 8(a), as the asymmetric coefficient
threshold increases, the average delay of the through phase
increases, with the increase being significant when the
threshold is greater than 0.2. *e asymmetry coefficient
threshold dictates the release mode of opposite traffic flow.
*erefore, even though the average single-lane traffic
volume of the east and west approaches differs greatly
when the asymmetric coefficient threshold is higher, the
opposite traffic flow is judged to be symmetric and released
symmetrically. Owing to an increase in the traffic flow ratio
of the critical lane group, the green time and cycle in this
phase will increase, which will inevitably lead to an in-
crease in the average delay. It can be concluded from
Figure 8(b) that an asymmetric coefficient threshold of 0.2
is reasonable for the through phase, and calibration of the
asymmetric coefficient threshold in the other phases is the
same.
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Figure 7: Simulation results of average delay versus changing asymmetric coefficient under different traffic volumes. (a) Average delay
under low traffic volume. (b) Average delay under medium traffic volume. (c) Average delay under high traffic volume.
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Figure 8: Asymmetric coefficient threshold on the phase delay. (a) Variation of phase delay with the asymmetric coefficient under different
thresholds. (b) Variation of phase delay with threshold under different asymmetric coefficients.
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4.2.3. Influence of the Asymmetrical Signal Cycle Ratio on
Intersection Delay. An asymmetric signal cycle means that
the opposite traffic flow of one or more phases in the cycle is
in an asymmetric state. *e sum of left-turn and through
traffic volumes in the south-north approach is held un-
changed, and ac3 � ac4. *e asymmetric coefficients of the
east-west left-turn phase and the east-west through phase in
the asymmetric signal cycle are taken as 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, and 0.5,
and the proportion of the asymmetric signal cycle in the total
cycles within one hour is taken as 10%, 20%, 30%, 40%, 50%,
60%, and 70%. *e dynamic phase scheme is selected
according to Section 2.3.2, and the cycle is redefined per
signal cycle. *e average delay per vehicle at the intersection
by the delay model is calculated as shown in Figure 9.

As can be seen in Figure 9, with the increasing pro-
portion in the asymmetric signal cycle, the average delay at
the intersection demonstrates a decreasing trend. *e op-
timized signal control scheme considers the change in the
traffic flow operational state, reintegrates the traffic flow
without conflict at the intersection, and dynamically gen-
erates a new signal control scheme.*is reduces unnecessary
waiting time for the traffic flow in some approaches, which is
an improvement over the conventional symmetrical signal
control method. In addition, when the proportion of the
asymmetrical signal cycle is the same, the higher the
asymmetric coefficient, the faster the delay decreased. *is
occurs because the conventional symmetric signal control
method is less applicable at higher asymmetric coefficients,
while the optimization method can integrate the space-time
resources of different approaches at the intersection, con-
sequently reducing the green time and average delay.

5. Conclusions

A dynamic phase signal control method is presented for
unstable asymmetric traffic flow in this paper. Comparing to
the existing work, our contributions mainly are that (1) we
propose the generation rules for the dynamic phase scheme
based on unstable asymmetric traffic flow per cycle, (2) we
build the delay variation models of intersections adopting
the dynamic phase scheme, and (3) we construct the ad-
justment algorithm of signal control parameters for the
dynamic phase scheme.

VISSIM simulation shows that the optimization method
proposed in this study can reduce the average vehicle delay
by 28%, the average queue length by 35.3%, and the stop rate

by 27.8%, which demonstrates that the optimization method
is effective. It is found that a higher asymmetric coefficient
leads to lower efficiency of a symmetrical release phase
scheme and is more unfavorable to the balanced use of
space-time resources at intersections. With an increase in
the asymmetric coefficient threshold, the average delay in-
creases, and the increase becomes significant when the
threshold is greater than 0.2. With an increase in the pro-
portion of the asymmetric signal cycle, the average delay at
the intersection demonstrates a decreasing trend. For a
similar proportion of asymmetrical signal cycles, a higher
asymmetric coefficient leads to a faster delay decrease.

*emethod proposed in this paper does not consider the
real-time traffic status detection of exits, and it has a weak
adaptive adjustment ability to exit accident.*emethod also
neglects the vehicular movement inside the intersection [42]
and other travelers’ acceptability, such as bicycles and pe-
destrians, and they may feel confused about the switch of the
signal timing. In addition, for the intersection where the
opposite traffic flow is stable and symmetrical, the proposed
method degrades to the general signal control method for
fixed phases and phase sequences. *erefore, the method is
suitable for intersections with unstable opposite traffic flow.
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